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	This book reviews the algorithms for processing geometric data, with a practical focus on important techniques not covered by traditional courses on computer vision and computer graphics. Features: presents an overview of the underlying mathematical theory, covering vector spaces, metric space, affine spaces, differential geometry, and finite difference methods for derivatives and differential equations; reviews geometry representations, including polygonal meshes, splines, and subdivision surfaces; examines techniques for computing curvature from polygonal meshes; describes algorithms for mesh smoothing, mesh parametrization, and mesh optimization and simplification; discusses point location databases and convex hulls of point sets; investigates the reconstruction of triangle meshes from point clouds, including methods for registration of point clouds and surface reconstruction; provides additional material at a supplementary website; includes self-study exercises throughout the text.
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New Challenges in Applied Intelligence Technologies (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The field of intelligence technologies covers a variety of computational approaches that are often suggested and inspired by biological systems, exhibiting functional richness and flexibility of natural behavior. This class of technologies consists of such important approaches as data mining algorithms, neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy...
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SAS for Mixed Models (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
David A. Dickey
Professor of Statistics, North Carolina State University
 This revision of an already excellent text includes information-rich examples serving as templates for a wide variety of applications. 
       
Geert Molenberghs
Center for Statistics, Hasselt University, Diepenbeek,...
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Ubuntu Linux For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
What has made Ubuntu the most popular Linux distribution in recent years? It's the emphasis on ease of installation and use. It gets even easier when paired with Ubuntu Linux For Dummies. This friendly reference shows you how to run Ubuntu directly from CD-ROM and install it on a PC as a personal workstation and network server....
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Adobe Creative Suite All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
The Adobe Creative Suite is a high-tech team with all the tools you need to publish professional-looking print materials and Web sites. Team up with this friendly guide, and you’ll have the scoop on all five programs and how they work together. Fix up photos, design great pages, pack ‘em up in PDFs, and more!

Discover how...
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vtiger CRM Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Tap into the power of the free and open source software package, vtiger CRM—the popular
	alternative to commercial CRM tools. This powerful tool has enjoyed worldwide success and
	is being utilized by small and large organizations alike. You, too, can add real, modern CRM
	(customer relationship management) to your business model,...
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Building an RPG with Unity 2018: Leverage the power of Unity 2018 to build elements of an RPG., 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build a high-end, multiplayer role-playing game (RPG) from scratch with C# and Unity 2018

	
		Key Features

		
			Get insights into Unity's user interface (UI) system and and build UIs for your RPG
	
			Implement artificial intelligence (AI) to build intelligent entities that take...
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